We are proud to build the first new
school in the St. Clair-Superior
neighborhood in over 100 years!

A media perch, fireside chat area, and small conference room
allow students many opportunities to prepare for upcoming tests,
collaborate on group projects, and develop presentations.

State-of-the-art classrooms
feature abundant natural light
and prepare students for college,
university, and other professional
settings they will encounter.
EXTENDED

The new Saint Martin de Porres High School is
a 21st century state-of-the-art facility dedicated
to our vision of a collaborative, project-based,
interdisciplinary learning environment. Phase 1,
completed in Spring 2018, represents $21M of
this $30M investment in the St. Clair-Superior
neighborhood, and is the first new school built
in this area in over a century.
The design moves away from the traditional model
of single purpose spaces and provides a variety of
areas that will directly support the project-based
instruction model utilized at the school. Each floor
of Phase 1 features five classrooms surrounding a
The Learning Commons offer flexible space
Learning Commons. This arrangement provides
allowing students to collaborate on projects.
the flexibility for each floor to be organized into
individual classrooms, a few large group project spaces, or completely opened into one large area that
accommodates an entire grade level. Additionally, each floor features a Da Vinci Studio, which provides a
Makerspace and allows for hands-on learning; and a conference room for small group learning and one-on-one
tutoring. All learning spaces are equipped with interactive whiteboards and touchscreen technology. This shared
learning environment promotes peer-to-peer learning which is critical to the development of well-rounded
citizens, and the development of “soft skills” required for success in any profession.

Saint Martin believes strongly in the St. Clair-Superior neighborhood,
and this investment in our community signals our continued commitment
and desire for community-wide improvements.
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Students will
be able to
observe the
effects of
oxidation on
copper from
the chemistry
lab.

The third floor
offers views
of downtown
Cleveland and
Lake Erie.
Monumental staircase connects the
learning communities.

THANK YOU TO OUR
PARTNERS

3 story, 44,000

square-foot
facility

38,829
bricks

323

Built incorporating
the historic Kausek
Brothers building
with iconic

copper domes

12 exposed
structural steel cross
based frames

1,971

cubic yards of
concrete

278

tons of steel

320 people
working on the
construction site

panes of glass

SCHEDULE A VISIT
Contact
Laura K. Rayburn
Vice President of Advancement
lrayburn@stmdphs.org
(216) 361-0003
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